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True sakuya illusion world

Can someone trade my camera, vampire mask, fortitude soul, and true pocket illusion for XChara? I will trade my camera, vampire mask, fortitude, and true illusion for the soul of determination, and the best X-Soul. (Although X-soul is an option, it would be great if you traded too.) My roblox username is JustSomeOrganism.True Sakuya ⌈Illusion
World⌋CameraCharaPerseveranceX-SoulI'm Trading a bored ZenithI'm ZenithI, so if you need Zenith then I am the one who goes to TOI WILL NOT RECEIVE THE FOLLOWING BECAUSE I ALREADY HAVE THEM: Sakuya, MUI, DTW, TWHV, KarsULF.If you want to cross-trade then bring a verified MM and I already have every soul except for
determination. Also, bring a verified MM if you want to do a variety of trades. You can trade for my other establishments, but I am especially trying to get rid of my Zenith.Discord: ReRO Candy #1259TradingTrading Dtw, ChefPotPlatinum, SakuyaItems Sejati:Fortitude, Courage, Justice And Money 700,000 for SansRoblox Name:
TheFake_ShinobiDiscord:Ult#1813Just wonderWhat is the best thing worth standing following? Star Platinum Over HeavenGold Experience RequiemTrue Sakuya [[Illusion World]]Benar Sakuya ⌈Illusion World⌋Star Platinum OHTrading all my stuffTrading, heartx3, valentine flag, universe orb, Star Gem, Zenith arrow, watch, and Fort | Stand\spec: MiW, MiR,
Sakuya, DTW, Syaitan Plate, gaster, MUI, and SCR. True Sakuya ⌈Illusion ⌋GasterHeartWatchValentine FlagTradingZenith, sakuya, uni orb, and sacred diary for mui im pushed (edited by SirYeetsALot123)Benar Sakuya ⌈Illusion World⌋Trading stuffchef platinum for samurai projects or stwIntegrity for arrows orbUniversal orbRequiem cursed x2 Sakuya
(edited by SirYeetsALot123)Requiem ArrowShadow The WorldTrue Sakuya ⌈Illusion World⌋Universal Orb Comments Kongsi Sakuya's Idle and Appearance True Sakuya 『Illusion World』 True Sakuya ⌈Saudia⌋ is a specification based on the 5th-ranked boss aka Sakuya Izayoi of Touhou 6: The Embodiment of Scarlet Devil. To get it, you'll need to use
watch while being Standless. Appearance. Users have a watch on their left hand. They have a round aura containing zodiac signs. Passive ability, statistics and traits. Users have a limited number of 100 knives, but can take discarded knives and detach from the floor. Also, the blade generates back at any time (3 per sec). Each knife offers 10 DMG, 20 DMG
if critically struck. Knives become material and damage dealing 0.5-1 moments after disposing. It is most likely created to avoid spam in closer ranges. Passive A You can move during stop time. Passive B You have a faster walk compared to standless. Moveset. Attack move: LMB - Knife The user disposes of 3 knives in a broad pattern (aimed at the mouse).
E - Fifty Stop time, then discard 15 knives (aimed at the mouse). R - Hundreds Stop time, then discard 25 knives (aimed with mouse). F - Triple Stop period, then discard 3 sets of 15 knives, and the time stop lasts longer (aimed at the mouse). Manipulation of the times Movement: B - Stop time stop period, and change the LMB to dispose of 5 knives, which
stop in the midair. V - TE Teleports you by walking, far away. T - TS Teleports you go back to where you were. Other: N - Music Play Night Remix Night. This music is very much on. Some facts and maybe a masseuse. The manipulation movement of time has a greater cooldown. In fact, it is 3-5 times longer than the pointer indicates. Sometimes, time stops
in the finesse of the attack does not work as it should. In some cases, knives begin to fly immediately after using skills, ignoring their passive state. Unlike other Time stops, Sakuya is exposed to damage while in it and does not stop some units (zombies for example, while TW can do so). Unfortunately, Sakuya is one of the specifications without the
capabilities that it poses. The number of knives was not re-established in the deaths. Community content can be found under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. More A Universal Time Roblox Wiki Star Platinum Variance Star Platinum + DIO Diary = Star Platinum Over Heaven Star Platinum + Holy Diary= OVA Platinum Star OVA Star + DIO Diary = Retro
SP Over Heaven Star Platinum + Cosmic Orb = Jotaro's Star Platinum Retro SP Over Heaven Star Platinum + Cosmic Orb = Jotaro's Star Platinum Retro SP OVER Heaven Star Platinum + Cosmic Orb = Jotaro's Star Platinum Retro SP Over Heaven Star Platinum + Cosmic Orb = Jotaro's Star Platinum Retro SP Over Heaven Star Platinum + Cosmic Orb =
Jotaro's Star Platinum Retro SP Over Heaven Star Platinum + Cosmic Orb = Jotaro's Star Platinum Retro SP Over Heaven Star Platinum + Cosmic Orb = Jotaro's Star Platinum Retro SP Over Heaven Star Platinum + Cosmic Orb = Jotaro's Star Platinum Retro SP Over Heaven Star Platinum + Cosmicven + Universe Orb = Galaxy Annihilator + Bread = Chef
Platinum Retro SP Over Heaven + Universe Orb = Galaxy Annihilator + Duality Orb = Duality Pot Platinum Star Platinum OVA + Note of Death = Shinigami Shinigami + Note of Death = Reaper Other Super Variants + Bones = Sans Super Shadows + Hearts = Chara Chara + X-Soul = X-Chara Hierophant Green + Dank Diary= Meme Hierophant Gold
Experience + Requiem Arrow = Golden Experience Requiem King Crimson Variance King Crimson + Universe Orb = King Crimson Alternate Universe King Crimson + Requiem Arrow = King Crimson Requiem Achievable) Variant Whites Catake Whitesnake + Diaries DIO = Diaries C-Moon + DIO = Made in Heaven Made in Heaven + Duality Orb = Made In
Reality Made in Heaven + Bread = Made In Walmart Made in Heaven + Gem Star = Nuclear Star + Zenith Arrow = Zenith Made in Heaven + Cry Gem = Crystallized World Variant World + Holy Diary = World OVA World + Valentine Flag = High Voltan World OVA + Holy Diary = Futuristic Shadow of the World + Diaries DIO = World Over Heaven + Dank
Diary = Coffin BOI + Vampi Vampiric Mask = Vampiric The World + Camera = Shadow of the World + Vampire Mask = Vampiric The World + Cosmic Orb = Dio Kosmical World + Vampire Mask = Vampiric The World + Dank Diary = Weaboo STW Vampiric The World + Requiem Arrow = The World Requiem (Now Unable to Achieve) Shadows Shadow World
+ Cosmic Orb = Dio's The World Shadow The World + Cursed Orb = STWR Anubis + Holy Diary = Proficient Anubis (Now Un achievable) Anubis + Samurai Path = Samura Sacred Diary = Hamon Samurai Project Variance Hamon + Dragon Ball = Mastered Ultra Instinct (MUI) Hamon + Camera = Hermit Purple Standless Variant + Vampire Mask = Vampire
Vampire + Vampire Mask = Kars Kars+ Kars+ Mask = The Ultimate Life of Standless Kars Form + God's Gift = Purple Man (90%) Snatcher (10%) Standless + Watch = Sakuya Standless + Mystery Mask = Gaster Standless + True Requiem Arrow = Chariot Requiem Spin Variance Spin + Jesus Corpse Part = Tusk Deed 4 Tusk Deed 4 + Holy Diary = Shiny
Tusk Deed 4 Note: Try trading multiple pro items and receiving multiple trades you will get something to trade ___ and another man will say your name How to Trade Roblox Items Make sure your account is 13+ and not &lt;13. This status can be to the right of your username. Example: My items: 13+ Before purchasing, make sure your own Builder Club (BC)
and small limited items Trading and replacement messages, chest to seller your acquisition Once you are processed, the seller will send a Trade Request to the pseudonym You are replacing the goods (including an appointment with your limited small seller) you will not order in Roblox, which contains The Trade Request from the seller Click the Trade tab ,
go to click View details Break if the item if already, click Accept If appropriate, click Done in my item for your direction Sakuya Izayoi (aka 咲thea, Izayoi Sakuya) is the Chief House Helper who serves Remilia Scarlet, chairman of Scarlet Devil Mansion. He is the only human living in the Scarlet Devil Mansion. [2] Sakuya first appeared as a Level 5 boss in the
Embodiment of Scarlet Devil. He appeared in Perfect Cherry Blossom as a playable character and in Imperishable Night as remilia's partner together with being in the new battle game Immaterial and Lost Power. Later, she reappeared as a playable character in Phantasmagoria from Flower View, Scarlet Weather Rhapsody and in Touhou Hisoutensoku. He
is a character who can be played once again in Double Dealing Characters. He basically took up the position of managing scarlet devil mansion. The height is high; he is taller than Reimu Hakurei and Alice Margatroid but about the same height as Yukari Yakumo and Hong Meiling. [3] He was not born in Gensokyo, and the name Sakuya Izayoi was given to
him by Remilia Scarlet. [3] In Perfect Memento in a strict sense, Akyuu confirms that he may have originally been a vampire hunter. Personality &amp;amp; Sakuya's age tends to be a little spacy, but it's not known if he's just a deed. Her behavior is that of a person who is easy to leave and, although her personality can be seen as perfectly elegant, she has a
slight misappropriation that she is more cautious about: not being able to eat hot food. From the dictionary, elegance means subtle, graceful. Smooth means cultured with adab and taste, as well as appearance and graceful means natural, sophisticated, packed, and without dirt. He used a humble speech to Remilia Scarlet and friend Patchouli Knowledge,
and use less formal speech to others. Other. for his age, ZUN directly stated that he played the role of a human maid about 10 to 20 years[4] and perhaps he was a character in his early teens[5], and in Perfect Memento in a strict sense, according to Hieda no Akyuu, he claimed to be in his late teens, but acted with a person's man and his level of ability
seemed like a human being. According to an excerption from Remilia Scarlet and the ending of Sakuya in An Inevitable Night (Good Ending #3), Sakuya has been working at the Scarlet Devil Mansion for so long, Remilia hasn't felt it's appropriate to call her humans. With such comments, it seems safe enough to assume he has been at the Scarlet Devil
Mansion for a very long time. Sakuya's time-manipulating ability to stop time at Silent Sinner in Blue Sakuya has the ability to manipulate time, where she can control timeflow, such as speeding up time, slowing it down, erasing it, and stopping time altogether. He can also compress the flow of time to make the past and the future exist at the same time,
making the same object from different timelines in many places simultaneously[6][7]. The extent to which his ability allows him not only controls the time of the place where he is, but affects the flow of a person's time, a particular object or even a small zone if he so desires, such as stopping the time of the object and thus affecting space, making him stand still
in the thin air or creating a time suspension field where everything in it will be affected by his ability; he can also accelerate or decay the movement of objects from slow speed to very high speed, even reaching the speed of light, making it move at an incredible speed. However, since it is difficult to reverse the events that have occurred, and because he is
unable to return things that broke to how they originally even though he reversed the time, in reality, it is not possible for the time to reverse. [1] However, he was able to do things to the extent of moving things back to where they were originally. [1] He demonstrated the ability to erase the time of an object from their respective timelines; like erasing present-
day bullets and then future, making it nonexistent. [9] He was also able to manipulate space,[1][10] and could squeemp or extend it: he made the Scarlet Devil Mansion, which was originally wide, more extensive, and additionally like this he cleaned alone. ZUN also says that Manipulation Time is synonymous with Space Manipulation (as it is well known
space and related time as a Lorentzian space of 4 dimensions in pseudo-Riemannian manifold). By manipulating space-time, Sakuya can create a parallel universe a certain level, allowing him to make another Sakuya appear in front of him, which will perform different actions to the original, and therefore create a paradox of time. [11] According to Perfect
Memento Memento Strict intellect, the power to control time is a force that humans may have, but not acquired only from training. In the game, using this capability, he spreads the intense quantity of knife. To reveal the secrets of this trick, he stopped time and earnestly collected a knife. Hieda no Akyuu believes Sakuya managed to live so long when still
looking like a teenager by manipulating time. It is true that Sakuya can increase the speed at which an age, such as making bamboo flowers bloom immediately at Marisa's A Embodiment of Scarlet Devil ending, although this will usually take sixty years. It seems safe enough to assume he can cheat aging for a particular object as well. Despite the bending
effects of the reality of his time manipulation, by his own Sakuya admission his ability to stop his time actually moving at very high speeds without mass and that he did not have the ability to stop other people's time. This could be an effort to have a Reimu holiday and ride Scarlet Devil Mansion suspicion of kidnapping. [12] A job as a head maid, he oversaw
all fairy maids as the only human maid. Other maids have many benefits for their jobs and rarely choose to leave (even if they are not paid or given a vacation); However, they are almost in vain and most of the work is done by Sakuya alone, which is impossible if she does not stop or slow time. He shopped at Man Village, but he was cool towards other
human beings and had no friends there. However, since Remilia Scarlet was beaten by the Embodiment of Scarlet Devil's defense, Sakuya has begun to open herself more. By the time Embodiment Scarlet Devil, he only worked at the Scarlet Devil Mansion in return for food. Continuing on An Inevitable Night, she doesn't worry at all about clothing, food or
housing and feeling satisfied. [13] Meanwhile, he really focused on his mistress. [14] He is constantly looking for a wide variety of new tea flavoors for Remilia to try, as shown in some official works. For example, she mentions at Phantasmagoria Flowers See that with so many flowers around, she can make as much tea and as many pastries as she wants.
(Flowers are often used to prepare flavours for tea, especially in the past, and still be the basis of jasmine tea.) Theoretically, Sakuya is the fifth character to serve as a maid in the Touhou Project. The other maid characters are Ruukoto, Mugetsu, Yumeko and Alice Margatroid. However, due to the fact that Mugetsu may not be a maid, Sakuya will be the
fourth maid in the Touhou Project. Ownership[edit] put his knife, as described in The Grimoire marisa. He has a large number of silver[1][14] throwing knives and skillfully handling it, and with only his ability to manipulate his time[15], he is well versed in triggering a knife from nowhere. [16] [17] The range of removal was said to be 20 kens (about 36 metres or
39.8 meters) and had so that he can attack the epal on the forehead of the fairy tale. Part of the ability to dispose of knives is in its cooking ability and therefore very adept at cooking as well. [16] He can also trigger knives in battle as well. In the game, although Sakuya shows to make the knife appear a mystery when time is stopped, his artwork in Marisa's
The Grimoire shows that he physically placed the knife. Backstory,edit] ZUN has stated in its email that Sakuya is not his real name and that he is not from Gensokyo. According to his profile in the Embodiment of Scarlet Devil, his power to control time distances himself from humans, and he eventually despairs of trying to be friendly with them. It is not known
how he came to work for Scarlet Devil Mansion. The basic name of the character[edit] His full name is Sakuya Izayoi (a.k.a., 咲a), given to him by Remilia Scarlet. The characters for Izayoi (abbreviated to Izayoi) literally mean sixteenth Night (night only after the full moon), and Sakuya (咲thea) literally means Flowering Night. The Japanese word for last night
(昨) can also read as Sakuya, which will head into the night of the full moon. The word for new moon night (朔) can also read as Sakuya, which may be related to the ability to manipulate time. The word Izayoi (a.k.a. Izayoi) has come to mean the sixteenth night of the phrase izayou tsuki (いaaう⽉), in which izayou intends not to advance/forward at all, which
may have a deep connection to his ability as well. Design[edit] Sakuya in Perfect Memento in strict sense. Sakuya was first seen at the Embodiment of Scarlet Devil. In this game, she is seen with bright red eyes, silver hair worn in a long braid on both sides of her face with a green bow at the end and a white house maid's head. She wears pink/white and dark
French housekeeper outfits with aprons, short sleeves and green rebens. He is also seen carrying three knives and the phrase Red Magic appears to be embroidered on his left arm. Later in Perfect Cherry Blossom, when selecting a player, Sakuya appears to have grey eyes, blue long sleeves and a red scarf. He also had red shoes and two knives, one blue
and one red. However, his performances in the game show he has blue eyes. He wears the outfit because it is effectively winter during the game. His performances in Immaterial and Lost Power, Irreparable Nights and Scarred Weather Rhapsody are very similar. Sakuya is seen with grey eyes and once again wears short sleeves. She appears to have a thin
black reben on the housekeeper's clothes. However on Imperishable Night he holds a knife and an old randik clock, where as in Scarlet Weather Rhapsody, he has three knives and a plate with and tea on it. The color of his eyes changes with every job. At the Phantasmagoria of Flower View, she has dark blue eyes and long sleeves. Roman numbers for me
(1) through XII (12) line the bottom of the apron. Alternatives Her alternative outfits in Immaterial and Lost Power and Rhapsody Weather Scarlet are particularly light blue with white apron and her hair is light green. In Phantasmagoria from View Flowers, her clothes are mainly dark red rather than dark blue. The mystery and Theory[edit] Sakuya Izayoi is a
character holding some mystery. These are theories among fans about the Touhou Project that may or may not be true on most cases. This section will worry the famous mystery in relation to Sakuya Izayoi. This should be remembered using only official ingredients, and caveats can be proposed to be conjections on most parts. Hieda no Akyuu states there
are several theories about Sakuya's origins and/or behavior (including her are homunculus, zombie, or eccentric). [1] The Sakuya species[edit] ZUN email has referred to it as a human being, like most of its official profiles. In Perfect Memento in a strict Sense, Hieda no Akyuu regards Sakuya as a human being, but wonders if she isn't actually from Gensokyo,
but perhaps one of many other worlds including Higan, Netherworld, Lunar Capital, and the outside world. Reimu Hakurei questioned his humanity in the Embodiment of Scarlet Devil, but throughout the Sakuya series asserts and refers to himself as a very frequent human being. Perfect memento in a strict sense expressing his ability to control time is a very
powerful ability for a human being to possess. The pocket seems abnormal about whether the Lunarians from the Moon or Moon itself in any official work, and not even any foreign relation to The Pocket. For example, Watatsuki no Yorihime does not show any recognition of it. In relation to Sakuya's eyes red Incarlet Devil, and perhaps Immaterial and Lost
Power and Spelling Card Scarlet Weather Rhapsody, there are parts when her eyes become red. In the Multiplication of Scarlet Devil, may be due to the Scarlet Fog Incident, but it is concluded that they are to manipulate crazy eyes. In The Inevitable Night, at the scene where Remilia Scarlet was concerned that Sakuya might become insane at the time
Kaguya threw a real full moonlight, although Sakuya saw the actual full moon apparently there was no abnormalities caused by the full moon. However, The Good Ending of the Night #3 showed Sakuya went pretty crazy. In addition, ZUN pulled Sakuya with red eyes shortly after the release of IN, and answered fans' questions about her red eyes in the
picture, stating that they should play through the game to understand. The implication here is that Sakuya does indeed go crazy. That being said, Reimu Hakurei and Marisa Kirisame went through seeing the moon just fine, although they had their own reasons why they didn't Crazy. In relation to konohana-Sakuyahime ZUN has said that the content of
Touhou Bougetsushou contains clues as to why Eirin Yagokoro was surprised to see Sakuya. In Cage in Lunatic Runagate, appears another with the same first name, Konohana-Sakuyahime. If Eirin had been Yagokoro Omoikane no Kami, he would have known Konohana-Sakuyahime because the latter was the wife of Ninigi-no-Mikoto, omoikane's brother's
son. Thus, the fact that Sakuya shares the same name as his brother's son's wife will be the reason why Eirin was surprised. Since both share the same first name though, it is possible that Sakuya is based in Konohana-Sakuyahime or at least in some other related way. In Kojiki, Konohana-Sakuyahime is written as ⽊花之a-sakuyahime, which makes each
part of Sakuya's name based on konohana-sakuyahime. In addition, there are stories related to Konohana-Sakuyahime in which she can be seen controlling time like Sakuya, such as the story of a one-night pregnancy and delivery in the midst of a fire. Vampire Hunter[edit] Sakuya becoming a vampire hunter is a widely accepted theory by Akyuuu, based on
the fact that his silver knife is the same type used for bland papak and other demons. Silver is one of the main drawbacks of vampis. Akyuu's theory claims that long ago, a young vampire hunter had trained himself, defeating smaller demons in unknown locations, but never had the opportunity to fight vampires. Convinced of his ability, he decides to set out a
journey to light vampires and ends up in the Scarlet Devil Mansion. There he sees Remilia Scarlet, who is strong, and Remilia easily defeats him. However, Remilia wanted the girl's power for herself, so she haunted her life and gave her a new name, which also gave her a completely contradictory fate: Sakuya Izayoi. Sakuya later became the head
housekeeper of Scarlet Devil Mansion before being transferred to Gensokyo. It may also have some connection to its species theory. Human Cuisine[edit] Sakuya shows cuisine at Oriental Sacred Place Chapter 15. Sakuya's involvement in scarlet devil mansion's human cuisine is unknown. All official details on this topic can be interpreted both ways. In other
words, there is no confirmation or disclaimer that Sakuya provides humans. Scarlet Devil Mansion has humans to eat. Although Sakuya was never shown to be human, it was stated that all other housekeepers in the house were practically vain and Sakuya was the one who did all the work. It's much imagined that she was involved in cooking as well because
it was one of the biggest tasks in the household. Flandre Scarlet confesses to Reimu Hakurei in the Incarnation of the Scarlet Devil that he does not know who is providing his human food, but does not think it is Remilia. His profile confirms the pastry he ate was made of human beings, but did not who provides pastries. In Wild and Horned Hermit Chapter 11,
Sakuya comments on floral viewing parties, it's been a long time since I saw that seed-looking food. I usually see snacks dripping with blood. Music comments in the Embodiment of Scarlet Devil by ZUN state that tea is blood. In Deity Alam Strange and Bright, Sakuya asks Remilia if she thinks the latest (non-human) tea tasted like blood. Also, the ending of
Sakuya in Immaterial and Missing Power mentions that tea time is usually red tea. Eiki Shiki's lecture that Sakuya's sin was cold against mankind, and Sakuya replied with That was because the only thing I touched humans with would be my cold steel. This particular conversation confirms two things: (a) Sakuya generally does not try to befriend a human
being, and (b) when he comes into contact with them, the blade will be involved. A second piece of information could mean his knife in a battle with Reimu and Marisa, or that he cut humans during food preparation. The idea may be mentioned in chapter 35 wild and Horned Hermit, where, faced with Reimu's accusation that he was the ones behind the
sudden disappearance of those Of Human Villages because of Remilia's need for blood, Sakuya's jokes that it didn't happen to her to kidnap people that way and then denied her involvement in the case on the basis that the kidnapped person returned unsuitable the next day , stating that the power of its time manipulation cannot stop the flow of time for
people other than himself. Performing acts such as Jack-the-Ripper like the spelling card name Sakuya is all the same as the Illusion Sign of Killing a Dangerous and Unlimited Doll. Moreover, in the preparation of tea and cakes for Flandre Scarlet, humans are usually consumed, and because Sakuya does most of the cuisine for Scarlet Devil Mansion, it can
be seen as Remilia Scarlet has worked Sakuya who has been tempted by the murder of people. There seems to be things that are definitely related to the character modeled from Jack ripper. The cut-in-embodiment image of Scarlet Devil has a knife casing attached above her left knee, which looks like a big chance to dagger than a throwing knife. This may
be a reflection of where one can guess that Sakuya is the left hand. However, there have not been official statements about his submission so far. There are also theories as to why jack ripper who has not been identified may be female (in this regard, he will be called Jill the Ripper)[18][19]. Story[edit] Game[edit] The emulation of Scarlet Devil Sakuya's sprite
in EoSD During the Emperor Scarlet Devil Sakuya tried to prevent heroin from reaching his mistress, but failed. Sakuya was cleaning up when Reimu harassed her and demanded Sakuya to take her to her mistress. Sakuya refused to put Remilia in danger and face against Reimu. Sakuya was cleaning up when Marisa went in and muses in the position of
Sakuya maid. Sakuya deadpans about Marisa's magician class and after rather overwhapping discussion Marisa pleas, the deer is uncovered and they struggle. The sprite behind Cherry Blossom Sakuya is perfect in the main PCB article: Perfect Cherry Blossom Blossom Scenario Later, during the Perfect Cherry Blossom, Sakuya is able to show more
character in fact, although its main reason for trying to solve this problem is that the delayed Spring will affect it as well. Sakuya didn't want a distraction and quickly sought the culpr, unfortunately for her, she got into a full adventure. Sprite back Sakuya's incomceable night in sprite IN Pocket in the main article: The Indisparable Night Scarlet Team Scenario of
Remilia got fed at Sakuya's inability to capture her subtle lead to fix the Moon. Sakuya faithfully followed mrs. Unhappy into the night. Phantasmagoria flowers See the pockets of the back sprite in the Main article of PoFV: Phantasmagoria Flowers See Sakuya's Scenario Sakuya strolling but this time more to its nature asking rather than actually resolving the
incident. Double Dealing Character Sakuya's return to sprite in the Main DDC article: Sakuya A Scenario and Sakuya B The Sakuya Scenario found that some of her silver knives began acting and had become independent. Meanwhile, youkai at Lake Misty was raging, so Sakuya came out to test her new knife. Spin-off[edit] Immaterial Main Article and Lost
Power: The Immaterial Scenario and Lost Power Of Sakuya realized the air was charged with some bizarre force and investigated what could be. Firing Bullets In Shooting Bullets, Aya Shameimaru discovered Sakuya on stage 7 and photographed her. Scarlet Weather Rhapsody Main article: Scarlet Weather Rhapsody Sakuya's Scenario During the Scarlet



Rhapsody Weather event, she was initially told by Remilia Scarlet to find a possible suspect behind the bizarre weather. After Remilia grew tired of questioning the suspect, she ordered Sakuya to find and deal with the culptor. After doing so, Sakuya told Reimu where to find the culpr, and the second helped rebuild Hakurei Shine after it was destroyed for the
second time. Touhou Hisoutensoku Main Article: Touhou Hisoutensoku Story If linking SWR with Touhou Hisoutensoku, then Sakuya can be a selective character to play, although he appears in no scenario. HM Sakuya's hopeless Masquerade Sakuya emerged as a cameo backdrop in the Masquerade Hopeless on the Hakurei Temple stage. He stands with
Remilia Scarlet and Patchouli Knowledge holding a tray with tea on it. Impossible Spelling Principal Card article: Impossible Spelling Cards: Stories After apparently reading the press by whingeing about a peaceful make mistake, he became one of many powerful youkai and humans to try and stop Seija Kijin. He uses a spelling card that is considered
impossible to avoid. Literature[edit] Bohemian Archive in Japan's Main Red article: Bohemian Archives in Japanese Red/Sakuya Sakuya as seen in Wild and Horned Hermit chapter 21 Articles report Sneak into Marisa Kirisame's house and steal various objects with the aim of building rockets for the journey to the moon. Sakuya Sakuya his odd behaviour by
claiming he only conducted Remilia's request. In the interview, Aya Shameimaru asked to speak to Remilia to find out why she wanted the items, but at the Sakuya booth, she was late delivering tea to Patchouli Knowledge, which arrived to see what the hold was. Patchouli explained that they would use the goods for a magic spell that would send them to the
moon, but it ultimately proved troined in the end. The interview ended with Sakuya inviting Aya to join them for tea time. Wild and Horned Hermit Remilia responded to the new event of Reimu Mamemaki for Setsubun (an event in which people threw nuts to drive away onis) and decided to make his own celebrations without grind where Sakuya helped with
preparations. Kasen learned that the vampire was also weak against the nuts and decided to pay them a visit where Sakuya please welcomed her and told her about the festival. After Reimu's change of mind, Scarlet Devil Mansion cancelled his own festival and established a sushi stance at Hakurei Temple. Forbid Scrollery Sakuya goes to Hakurei Temple
looking for Remilia's new pet, the supposed Squirup, which seems to have disappeared. Later, he went along with Reimu to Suzunaan to research about the creature. After Hieda managed to catch it and revealed it was actually a chupacabra, Sakuya returned it to Scarlet Devil Mansion. Relationship[edit] As a playable character in several matches, Sakuya
has met a large number of characters. Generally, he treats everyone with the professional decency of the perfect and elegant maid, but youkai who gets in the way while he finishes the incident outside the cold. Resident scarlet Devil Mansion[edit] Sakuya is loyal to Remilia Scarlet and serves as a Head Maid without question, a servitude in which no one
knows why either trust each other so much. He followed Remilia's request even though she knew it wouldn't work, such as catching Lily White to restore spring in the Strange and Bright Nature Deity, as mrs. When Remilia playfully criticized Sakuya for her failure to catch the spring, she took it in a good stride and disagreed. He'll also do things for Remilia that
he won't ask, such as accompanying him on An Inevitable Night and Immaterial Power and Lost (or trying, in the latter case), or wearing a sleight-of-hand magic show for Remilia without warning in the Curiosities of Lotus Asia. Remilia has said that Sakuya is an excellent cleanser, although not before the contraindication states that humans are in vain.
Sometimes, he is more babysitter than a maid. chase Remilia in Rhapsody Weather Scarlet and Immaterial and Lost Power quotes to sneak out food or play around too much. Hong Meiling is a colleague he pesters about the productivity of his work as shown in Immaterial and Lost Power and Touhou Hisoutensoku's quote victory. Meiling seems easily afraid
when Sakuya shows even a bit of anger as shown in the Deity of The Strange and Bright Nature. However, in Touhou Hisoutensoku Meiling ended, when Meiling was found out and asleep, Sakuya took Meiling inside because she was worried Meiling would get heatstroke. He also served Patchouli Knowledge since Patchouli rarely left his room. Sakuya had
the highest power as chief maid[1], but patchouli ranked really higher in Scarlet Devil Mansion. Sakuya can also serve him because Patchouli is Remilia's friend, although she takes care of Patchouli personally. In Silent Sinners in Blue, she takes personal time to watch and smile at Patchouli, who is happily unconscious as she researches the discovery of a
new magical. Koakuma is just a colleague of Scarlet Devil Mansion and maybe nothing more. In addition to serving remilia, she might serve her sister Flandre Scarlet, who is usually not allowed out of the Scarlet Devil Mansion because of her emotional instability. However, this is not expressed, implied, or described in any official work. One prepares Flandre
food, which is that is, a human prepared in the form of pastries and other pleasant things, but it has never been expressed as Sakuya. As a head maid, Sakuya has topped all other Fairy maids in the Scarlet Devil Mansion. He is familiar with each one and sees any abnormalities like the Three Fairies of Light dressed as three maids. Due to poor work
productivity of the peri, Sakuya may not be most of the work. An advertisement at the Bohemian Archives in Japan's Red State that Sakuya interviews to recruit, so she may have interviewed a majority (if not every) of her own fairy maid. Marisa Kirisame despite Marisa Kirisame's tendency to borrow books from the library, Sakuya has shown some occasions
(especially endings) to be quite friendly with Marisa, going so far as to serve snacks and tea and hide it from Patchouli. This can explain the rating of low patchouli joy in Immaterial Power and Lost. Eientei residents of The Inevitable Night events, Sakuya was one of the few people who knew that Eirin Yagokoro and Kaguya Houraisan were from the moon,
and might keep a secret. Eirin's profile stated Eirin was surprised to see Sakuya, but only Eirin knew why. Sakuya did not show any abnormal or habitual interaction with Eirin that could give clues to what this was (she was suspicious of Eirin during a rocket party in Inaba from the Moon and Inaba Earth, but so did everyone who knew Eirin was from the
moon). The only indication of ZUN on this matter can be seen above in the section on Konohana-Sakuyahime. Small Relationship[edit] Three Fairies light met them in an omake in East Nature Deity and Little, where he stopped their pranks by throwing some knives at them. In Deity Alam Strange and Bright, in the amar house, she looks through the disguise
of their maids but does not say words and lets them stay. He eventually they go out (according to the peri conversation) or scare them by telling them if they don't work, they don't eat. Sakuya smiles, so she may have spoken as-a-facts. [Ref. Required] Then, when they spy on Sakuya and others at Hakurei Temple, she saw them, revealing she could see
through their abilities to hide even reimu Hakurei and Marisa Kirisame could not. He cheerfully invited them to join, but this just scares them to run away, which disappoints him. Alice Margatroid Ever since Perfect Cherry Blossom, Sakuya attacked Alice every time either visiting their homes, and for no good reason. Sakuya says she strikes in Immaterial and
Loses Power to release pressure. In Scarlet Weather Rhapsody, he said it was to punish Alice for intruding even after Alice had left. In both cases, Alice thought it was a poor cause. By comparison, Marisa Kirisame and Youmu Konpaku had no problems when trapped intruding on the grammar houses (in fact, they usually get tea, on the other hand)[20].
Cirno Sakuya had trouble understanding why Cirno found a frozen frog or fun flowers at Phantasmagoria from Flower View, but at least came to recklessly understand the peri from watching Cirno fight in Touhou Hisoutensoku. Cirno doesn't want to be a fairy maid. Gallery[edit] Covers[edit] Artwork[edit] Sprites[edit] Illustration[edit] Screenshot[edit] Other
Skills[edit] Spelling Card[edit] Additional Information[edit] Fandom[edit] Main article: Fandom: Sakuya Izayoi Sakuya is one of the most popular characters in the Touhou Project. He sometimes appears as an icon for the Touhou Project and has appeared in many fangames, mostly as playable characters or bosses, and in anime and other fan-made artwork.
He also became a target for a variety of memes and jokes. Official Profile[edit] Official Source[edit] Reference
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